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recently found myself walking along Oonggang's Yanping Road. It wasn't necessary to take this histonc slreetto
the seashore, but while fifty years have passed by, the old lanes and alleys seem to have been left completely
u,h.d Upon closer inspection, a white-haired old lady sitting out the front of the arcade turned out to be the aunt
1 0 from all those years ago. How swiftly lime nies! Has so much changed in society and in us already?
l=ooYIn University first opened its doors 50 years ago here in Don9gang , a small fishing town . It was a small clinIc

atraditional lown and the first private midwifery school in Taiwan. At the time, il was probably the first modern
'erprise to appear in the area. For founder and chairman Peng-Tu Chang, it represented his dream of giving back
5

"iety by making "Fooyln" the top nursing school In Taiwan .

In the 1960's, the "Fooyin" midwifery school became a vocational school. As the curriculum expanded, the name
. s changed to the "Fooy!n Junior College of Medicine and Nursing". The ChInese characters were also changed
mmeaning "Women and Children" to "Supporting the Sest". In the past decade, under the leadership oi university

. sident Yi-Fan Chang the junior college was restructured in accordance with refonms to the vocational school
tem and is now southern Taiwan's university of technology specializing in health and medicine.
As we remember the past and celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Fooyin University, lhere are now massive

'llnges underway that force us to look towards the future instead of resting on our past achievements. Though
~ventional

curnculums and teaching methods are adequate for society's existing expectations the upheavals in

181wanese society brought by globalization and breakthroughs in technology means we must now find new values.
Tne responsibility of boosting Fooyin's competitiveness or even becoming the teader in our chosen field now falls
It is now up to everyone to use their imagination to envision what Fooym should become in the future. With the
,1obalization of Industry, education will become international in its nature as well This internationalization is more than
,u t lanquage fluency but also in thinking, perspective and the sharing of Innovations with the rest of the world. Fooyln
TI

the future should therefore become a modern university of technology that embraces inlernationalism and is no
ger limited by national frontiers.
Due to revolutionary developments in the science of the 21st century, major breakthroughs have been made in

.<l\th, medicine, environment, biotechnology and the humanities. These provide a beacon for future industrial
. , elopment and in the future, Fooyin must work towards incorporating future Industries into the Fooyin education
ystem. This

IS

why any Future Fooyin campus will undoubtedly play host to innovative industnes not only through

" aetical research but also in the teaching materials as well.

Wrth the above Ideal as a guide, in the Fooym must beoome a teChnology leader In specialty fields. ThiS was also
tht!me chosen by Fooyin for the "Slo Taiwan 2008" exhibition  "Lead innovations mthe bie-tech industry, usher in
new era in medical diagnostics". This was well received by all the experts from the industry, academia, fnnovallon
ndustnes and other areas so we can be sure that we have taken a great step forward along this path.
Realizing Fooyin1s dream for the future will require effort and sacrifice. Experience tells us that supervIsors at all
els must show all employees exactly whallhe targets and benefits are. This will let every employee understand that
opportunity for change has arrived and truly embrace the Importance of the "need for change". Having concrete
!hods for making the changes happens will allow everyone on the frontline to work side by side.
For the 50th anniversary of the Fooyin University, In addition to the feelings of gratitude, I also took forward to
ing a Fooyin campus filled with endless accolades In the
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